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Sport is rarely taken seriously and is often seen
as a distraction. And yet it reflects the values
and divisions within society including its
economic practices

This presentation will cover:
The commercial determinants of health in sport
using a case study of sport sponsorship in cricket

The commercial determinants of health in sport
“Multinational corporations use the visibility and
widespread appeal of sports to promote their brands and
products to mass audiences. Yet, public health
professionals rarely discuss the nature of this influence in
professional sport and the methods by which global
corporations use sporting events, leagues and clubs to sell
products harmful to health”.
Commercial determinants of health: advertising of alcohol and unhealthy foods during
sporting events. Robin Ireland, Christopher Bunn, Gerda Reith, Matthew Philpott, Simon
Capewell, Emma Boyland & Stephanie Chambers. Bull World Health Organ 2019;97:290–295.

The commodification of sport draws on
the relationships between sports
organisations, television (broadcasters),
and commercial sponsors
Sponsorship (a form of marketing) may be
defined as a commercial transaction in which
a fee is paid “in return for access to the
exploitable commercial potential of that
property” (IEG).

Promoting unhealthy consumption through cricket
Including:

•
•
•
•

Tobacco
Alcohol
HFSS food and drinks
Gambling

Why cricket?
• The same commercial interests
have transformed football and
rugby
• However it can be argued that
the form of the game of cricket
has been transformed most
significantly by commercial
interests (both good and bad!)

Cricket “is the invisible cord which binds together the
Commonwealth countries” (quoted in Guha, 2002)

“In truth, there was no golden age, no uncontaminated
past in which the playground was free of social pressure
and social influence” (Ramachandra Guha, 2002)
From left, WG Grace, 1848-1915, CLR James, 1901-1989 (Beyond a Boundary, 1963), Basil
D’Oliveira, 1931-2011.

Transnational corporations use
the excitement and passion of
sport to transfer the feelings that
fans have for their club, their
country, their sport onto brands in
seeking to increase consumption
“When Indians drink Coke, Aussies choke”,
Marqusee, ‘War Minus the Shooting’, 1996

The hosting of the World Cup in the Indian subcontinent in 1996 provided an opportunity for
transnational corporations to target a huge and
captive television audience

Cricket has been transformed by global commercial influences
• The first example of modern sponsorship is sometimes considered the Australian
catering company who supported the first England cricket tour of Australia in 1861/62
• The governing body of cricket was formed as the Imperial Cricket Conference (ICC) in
1909 and renamed the International Cricket Conference in 1987. Its Headquarters
moved from London to Dubai in 2005
• In 1966, Rothman’s launched the International Cavaliers series of forty-over televised
matches in the UK on Sundays (following the Gillette Cup)
• The cricket authorities swiftly launched their own made-for-television Sunday League
• Limited over cricket was ideal for television and spread quickly to Australia, the
Caribbean, India and South Africa
• The first cricket World Cup was organised by the ICC in 1975
• In 1996, the Cricket World Cup was held in India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, with major
sponsorship from Coca-Cola amongst others. It was also known as the Wills World Cup
• Twenty20 (T20) cricket was introduced in England in 2001
• The Indian Premier League, the richest T20 competition, was established in 2008

Image taken from forthcoming book: ‘Sport, Sponsorship and Public Health’ Not to be used without permission

Tobacco companies have had a long
relationship with sport

Cards above from 1996 Cricket World Cup

Advertising, sponsorship and legislation
• In 1962, a Royal College of Physicians report, ‘Smoking and Health’,
highlighted the link between smoking and lung cancer, and other diseases
• Cigarette advertising was banned on British television in 1965
• Sport sponsorship provided a convenient way to bypass this legislation
• The Framework Convention on Tobacco Control is the first treaty
negotiated under the auspices of the WHO, and entered into force in 2005
• It included price and tax measures to reduce the demand for tobacco
but also included non-price measures including tobacco advertising,
promotion and sponsorship
• Benson & Hedges (part of the Gallaher group) pulled out of cricket
sponsorship in 2002 after 31 years’ involvement with the sport
• Whilst countries may be considering controlling the advertising of ‘junk
food’ because of concerns about rising levels of obesity, sports
sponsorship usually lies outside of regulatory initiatives

Tobacco money has been
replaced by monies from junk
food, alcohol and gambling
companies

The core
target is often
children and
young people

Photo credit:
Lucy Westerman, 2013

Caught out 🏏
• In August 2021 Food Active and
Children’s Food Campaign submitted
a complaint to the Advertising
Standards Authority on 8
advertisements they viewed breached
the ASA’s HFSS advertising codes
• The complaints related to the
marketing of ‘The Hundred’, a familyfriendly new tournament launched by
ECB
• ECB stroke a deal with KP Snacks to
become the shirt sponsors of the
franchise teams; including KP nuts,
Skips, McCoy’s and Butterkist.

“Framing” the debate and the dialogue
Sports business
• Consumption is normal, fun and healthy;
the majority of people drink, gamble,
eat junk food responsibly
• The marketing of junk
food/alcohol/gambling is not the
problem – it’s the behaviour of an
minority who are unwilling to curb their
consumption
• Policy solutions are education, selfregulation and partnership
• Heavy handed regulations are slow and
costly to introduce – voluntary
commitments are better
• It is not the role of government to
interfere in sport
• How would sport survive without
commercial marketing?

Public Health
• Unhealthy consumption comes at a
price to individuals and society.
Noncommunicable diseases are driven
by the “globalisation of unhealthy
lifestyles” (WHO)
• Marketing drives consumption and is
often aimed at young people. The
greatest consumers of sport are young
males
• Policy solutions are based on evidence
and most require legislation
• Sport is part of society not somehow
separate. It is the role of government to
regulate if sport’s actions may harm its
fans
• Sport survived when tobacco money
was taken away

Challenges for governance of sport
• Sport is high visibility and may be considered a
geopolitical player in terms of reach and influence
• All (including the WHO) can be touched by its
glamour (“bread and circuses”)
• ALL industries claim they are best placed to selfregulate when challenged but, when they do, it is
only on their own terms

There are alternatives to unhealthy
marketing in sport
• We should ensure children’s participation in sport is
protected from unhealthy sponsorship
• There are alternatives – see next slides. Try harder sports
governing bodies!
• Taking tobacco sponsorship away from sport did not
harm it
• Surely something which is supposed to be healthy should
not allow itself to be associated with all things
unhealthy?
• There needs to be more dialogue about marketing in
sport between sport, fans, and government

Cricket Australia – Commercial partners

… and:

“Bet365 is the worlds biggest online sports betting
company. They have been a proud partner of
Cricket Australia since 2012”.

“As the Fast Food Restaurant of Cricket
Australia, KFC continues its long association
with Australian cricket as the naming rights
partner of the KFC Big Bash League, and proud
supporter of the Australian International T20
Team”.

“Cricket Australia welcomes 4Pines as official
beer partner”.

Time for dialogue with Big Sport to make its
commercial partnerships healthier at
professional and junior levels
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